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OVERALL STRUCTURE (notice the clear pattern of the ordering of information) 
 
Sect.     
 Intro   
1 Two precisions / two realms / two models   
2 Three questions that need a new model   
3 Old model splits everything up, can't handle interactions of living process   
 
 New model 
 
4  Three levels of living process announced   
     a. body-constituting   
        b. behaviour   
         c. patterning   
         New concepts and distinctions of implying-occurring   
 
 First pass ~ search for OBJECTS of the organism 
5   a. body-constituting (absent environmental objects that resume) 
6      b. behaviour (object as cluster of behavioural possibilities) 
7         c. patterning (object as human situations) 
 
 Second pass ~ search for BACKGROUND (environment) of the organism 
 
8  Three levels discussed together again ~ present living regenerates the past/environment 
9          Four types of environment outlined 
10    a. body-constituting (environment reorganised by active organism) 
11-13       b. behaviour (space of behavioural possibilities) 
14          c. patterning (multiple situations precisely held and separate) 
 
16  Three levels all work together in differentiation 
 
 Conclusion 
17 Summary of key points 
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DETAILED SUMMARY SKELETAL SUMMARY 
 
p1 -- I -- 

 
"An organism is an environmental interaction that continuously regenerates itself."  
 
The regenerating is a kind of precision Gendlin calls implicit precision. 

What the organism brings to the present interaction = background. 
Background previously thought of as static > Gendlin seeks to show it is part of a regenerating process. 
Background understood as 'implicit' but what does this mean? Not unconscious! 
Gendlin wants to show how the implicit functions, in a precise manner, taking account of the past 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Background is implicit, but functions precisely. 
Let's see how. 
 

 Two kinds of precision, inherently connected…  
Logical precision  

Depends on defined units (objects) with necessary relations  
Eg, mathematics 

Implicit precision  
Not un-logical (It's not just the foreground explication that is precise) 
Generates logical precision  
Functions neither as units nor as a whole, but as process  
A process body and environment always contribute to  
This process re-generates the background objects, relations, inc logical units  

 

 
Two kinds of precision,  
and two models to unpack them. 
 
(it’s not just foreground explication that’s precise) 
 
 

 Need a new model  
Old (unit) model ~ is related to logical precision  

starts from ‘perception’ form ‘here’ (‘inside’ the body) concerning ‘over there’ (‘outside’ in the environment)  
thus, body split from environment  

New (process) model ~ will relate to implicit precision  
instead body and environment always inherently one interaction  
prior to perception ever developing  

 

 

p2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Three current questions [which the new model can help move beyond]  
 
Q1: What is the environment of the active organism? (what is active role of organism in relation to its own environment)  

Old model asks: how does organism 'select and interpret' from the environment  
New model does need selection and interpretation (environment is organism's own which is actively participates in 
generating  
Need to find out: how are body-en originally linked, and do they seem like two things?  

 

// 
Three questions that the new model can better 
address. 
Q1: what is the active organism's environment? 
Q2: how does implicit background function? 
Q3: how can a body have cultural patterns? 
// 
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p3 

Q2: How does the implicit background function (how does organism take all of the background experience, knowledge etc into 
account)? 

Functions neither as separate occurrences nor as merged (vague, single) whole  
Cf Polanyi's 'tacit' (=the implicit… but NB the implicit is more than know-how)  

Q3: How can a body have cultural patterns?  
Typical view suggests we seem culturally programmed 
But we can explain have culture is generated and regenerated   

These three questions cannot be explained with the old model, that divides body and environment  
 

 2. Where the split between body and environment comes from; the perceptual split  
  
Old model: assumes that what exists is always something that can be presented before us. 

Thus, old models assumes two (what exists and also us). Contact is via perception/sensation.  
Thus, perception assumes a split of here/there, inside/outside, body/environment  
The split generates a gap (between what is split) where everything is assumed to exist (in 'external' space)  
What exists is inherently cut-off from any other living process (what is real is only what fills the space of the perceptual gap)  
eg, even single-celled organisms (that don't have any standard perception) are treated along same lines as perception  
Even if people don't overly believe this old model, Gendlin says it's an underlying system of assumptions.  

So, we need different concepts for a more basic way that bodies form as environmental interactions in the first place.  

 
 
The old model splits everything: a subject + an 
object + a relation. 
What is real in this old model is cut-off from living 
process. 

p4 Big issue is not just to believe this, but show actually how this is the case  
Gendlin will show an 'original perception' that is prior to the split, gap and space-filling entities  

To be clear, the old (current) unit model is valuable, for good reason, for science.  
It helps us make stable things and parts (human invented/made technologies)  
It helps us study and cure living things (medical science)  
Gendlin notes this is the environment of science to be called En#1 (see section 9 below)  

 

 
 
Old model is good for science and technology. 
(But not for understanding living process and 
what comes from it.) 

 3. How we can get out of the split perceptual assumptions [NB: the plant-animal-human triad in A Process Model 
  
We can/have to choose to study living things from a different model/system to one that treats things as stable fix units in external 
space.  
Many have desired to overcome this body/environment split of the old model. 
Start by asking about the processes that generate things, conceptualizing as generative processes.  
  
Gendlin identifies three types of generative processes:  
And says we can ask how each of these three types of living process generates environmental things as 'objects of organisms'  

1. formation of concrete living body [NB: this is the tissue-process plant-level of A Process Model]  
Object here = "specific parts of the environment to which the body responds with specific processes"  

2. behavior of living body [NB: the behaviour of the animal-level]  
Not mere motion/change in position; behavior = "behaviour sequences alter and differentiate the environment and 
generate the objects with which we act"  

 
 
A new model needs to start with generative 
processes.  
Let's consider what this generates.  
 
 
Three levels of living generative process  
1. body-constituting (what Gendlin used to call 
'tissue-process') 
2. behaviour (animal) 
3. patterning (human symbolic) 
 

p5 3. the patterning of gestures, art, language and culture which "our bodies emit" [NB: the symbolic human level]  
Not just making things, but most importantly patterning = "generating our world of human situations" which are the 
main objects in our lives  
"Situations are carried forward with visible gestures and sound patterns  

A new conceptual system/model is need to explain how the objects are generated  
 
 

 
 
 
 
What sort of objects are generated in each of 
these levels, and how? 
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p6 

4. Some new concepts and distinctions [NB: this marries with the Chapters I & II of A Process Model]  
  
Besides the environment we observe /study (championed in the old model), there is "the organism's own environment" - what is it?  
The active organism does something called "implying"  

Organism/body implies environment: "they cannot exist without each other because what each is involves what the other is"  
"Together implying and occurring-into begin to conceptualize the inherent relation of body-environment"  
Implying exists only in some occurring (not separate from it).  
And in a living process occurring occurs into an implying.  

Occurring body implies environment; environment occurs-into the body's implying ~ no here/there split [Nb: Chapter I]  
Body implies a next environmental occurring and a whole "sequence" of them [NB: Chapter II]  
But a sequence can't occur all at once - thus, occurring changes the implying to imply the next occurring and so on  
and thus "a process is generated"  
But what the body implies is never exactly what happens next [nb: what’s implied can be satisfied by what occurs, but isn’t 
what occurs] 
Thus "the sequence continues if what actually occurs changes the implying into a next implying"  

 = special kind of change called "carrying forward"  
 

 
 
 
 
 
The inherent relation of body (organism) and 
environment is implying and occurring-into 
 
Body implies en, en occurs-into body’s implying 
Body implies next en occurring, actual a whole 
sequence 
 
 
 
Carrying forward is an occurring that changes the 
implying into the next implying 

 The first level of generative body-en process Gendlin calls "body-constituting"  
This generative process that forms the body as a structure "is a body-environment interaction first, before they can be two things"  

~ principle of "interaction first"  
Thus difference between En#1 (observed environment) and En#2 (body-environment as single identical occurring)  
The body as living process "is environmental interaction from the start", body=en ("identical with") in "one body-constituting 
process"  
Body-constituting continues "as long as life lasts", at different levels  

  
Gendlin will now discuss how each level of life process (body-constituting, behavior, human patterns) can generate its 
environmental objects  
 

 
 

 5. The body-constituting process differentiates the environment and generates objects [NB: Ch III of A Process Model]  
 

 

p7 Prior to perception (that comes with behaviour) the body is "first constituted as environmental events and material".  
Some of is always present in the environment, but some is "intermittent", disappearing and reappearing  

eg water, light, sugar [nutrients] ~ the stuff of plants  
The intermittent parts of the environment have separate processes that resume [after "stoppage] when the environmental 
parts reappear.  
And it's these intermittent parts Gendlin now calls "environmental objects"  

For this to be the case… when such separate objects and processes don't occur, the body continues to imply them.  
Until something meets this implying of what has not yet occurring - until something carries it forward - the body continues to imply 
what's absent  

If part of what was implied did occur, then only the part that did not occur continues to be implied.   
Gendlin calls this a "reiterated implying", which "explains how objects in the environment become differentiated"  

(more on environmental differentiation in Part II below).  
 
 
 
 
 

First level: body-constituting and its objects… 
 
Intermittently absent stuff from the environment 
are ‘objects’ which the body continues to imply 
until it resumes 
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p8 

6. Perception is a part of behaviour; behaviour is a body-environment process [NB: Chapter VI in A Process Model]  
  
Perception arises from behavior - need to consider how perception is first generated in a living process: it's generated via the 
behavior process.  
Perception as the old model understands it is already a "cognitively modified" kind of more basic perception.  
Behavior not reducible to motion (motion assumes already-formed objects): let's consider how generative process re/forms objects.  
The body-constituting that generates behavior involves "bodily-sentient perceptions" from an organism's own doing  

~ NB: Gendlin doesn't explain this here (refers us to A Process Model Chapter VI)  
bodily-sentience and perception go together in and from behavior  
this sentience is consciousness (all animals thus have it, even worms and insects) 
consciousness comes from one kind of implying and occurring-into ~ NB: again Gendlin doesn't explain this here  
 

 
 
Second level: behaviour… 
 
 
 
Body sentience (consciousness) and perception 
go together in and from behaviour 

 7. The patterns of human interaction: they are body-environment interactions [NB: Chapter VII in A Process Model]  
  
When submissive monkeys turns their backs to more dominant monkeys, it takes the place of the whole fighting sequence.  
So a huge bodily different (to get ready to fight) depends on a simple gesture.  
The turn originally happens after a fight, but by doing it before the fight starts, it short-circuits fighting behavior.  
Almost like "talking" about the fight rather than doing it.  

 
 
Third level: human patterning… 

p9 A whole sequence of different versions of such turns, as in the human case, becomes a "symbolic sequence".  
Thus can symbols arrive: "continuous with behaviour but changing the behaviour possibilities without any actual 
behaviour."  
Animals have a few body-shifting 'rituals' but humans have several hundred thousands of them just in language, as well as 
many more.  

Patterns…  
Human patterns enable "long chains of bodily shifts and changed behavior possibilities" -- "just with the patterns"  

Spoken language is just sound patterns; written is purely visual, coming in separated sense modalities.  
Fundamental role of patterns for human life hasn't been well recognized.  
Besides language, other patterns include art, music.  

Versioning…  
"The bodily shifts can be versions of events from a lifetime, all now implied from the one sound pattern to the next."  
Human living in situations always the patternred bodily changes of versioning.  

Situations…  
Our patterns create a different world, not just behaviour possibilities.  
Human behaviour possibilities are generated in patterned spaces - these spaces Gendlin calls situations.  
 

Symbolic sequences ‘about’ the behaviour 
 
 
 
 
Patterns 
 
 
 
 
Versioning 
 
 
 
Situations (the object of this third human level) 

 
 
p10 

Patterns, situations and bodies are inherently linked, must be understood together.  
New language symbols develop to manage new differentiations between situations. Human bodies produce patterns directly 
from being in the situation, and patterns can change the situation.  

eg, Spitz discovered that infants need interaction with human facial patterns for their normal body-constituting.  
Infants with mothers in strained circumstances (eg filthy jails) developed normally whilst orphans in good 
circumstances (eg hospitals) either died or were retarded.  
eg, Gallagher reports that newborns respond to gestures with gestures, from the very first day.  
Gestural interaction is inherited in the body. Symbolic patterns "arise directly from the human body".  
eg, Adults gesture in the dark and on the phone. Eg we can imitate others' facial expressions without looking in a 
mirror at ours.  

cf Stuart's idea of "enkinaesthesia" which Gendlin says is same as versioning ~ needed to understand language.  
Without it, we miss how language is generated and experienced by bodies in situations.  
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How do words come? We open our mouths and out it comes-- not from something existing already as words, but directly from living 
in the situation.  
Human share animal behavior (Eg, eating, procreation) but human situations involve behavior of vastly new kinds  

"We don't mainly feel the behaving we are doing; we mainly feel the situation and how we are changing it."  
Feeling the situation -- that sentience -- is what implies the next thing we do/say.  

See Ch VIIB in A Process Model for how sound (language) patterns develop; signifiers are not arbitrary/unrelated to signified.  
 

 -- II --  
 
See A Process Model for the whole work, which has been assert in short form  
[NB: Gendlin is saying this is a type of concentrated, abridged version]  

 

 

p11 8. The three body processes occur directly in the environment  
  
The three types of living process can explain the 'background'.  

The background is "always in process, always the present body-environment interaction".  
Shift from the implicit to implying.  

The implicit is not a static "store of past things".  
Rather, the implicit is "the present activity, a process, an implying".  
The many things we can find in the background "are all functioning", but present doesn't repeat old pieces.  
Present "regenerates the past" - present relies of specificity of the past, yes the present living "changes how the past 
functions now".  

"Present experiencing consists of implying and occurring into implying."  
Body implies the environment, environment occurs directly into the body's implying and carries it forward [a recap of Section 
4 above]  
Body "lives directly in each of our situations"  

All three living processes function so that body implies so much.  
Body-constitution always continues, is also part of behaving, and both are involved in patterned human living.  
Gendlin says that both prior levels involved in human level is "why we are sentiently sitting here, able to sense ourselves"  

[NB: to me this seems unclear why this is the case]   
As Gallagher points out, body-constituting involves processes directed by conscious behaviour and human gestural 
interaction.  
"The three processes are different but they constitute one implying of one next environmental occurring."  

The three process "occur directly into the environment", such that environment is "thereby being regenerated".  
Now need another sense of 'environment' - not just en#1 and en#2.  
There is "the much larger environment that the body goes on in and regenerates by going on-in it." (en#3)  

 

Three levels occur directly in the environment 
 
 
The background is the implicit of implying, not 
static, but a present activity of implying, 
regenerating the past 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The human body, which has body-constituting, 
behaviour and patterning levels to its process, 
implies so much 
 
 
 
 
The living process occurs directly in the 
environment and regenerates the environment 
along with it 

p12 9. Four uses of the word environment  
  
En#1 = "the scientific observer's view"  
En#2 = "the one identical body-environment interaction"  
En#3 = "the organism's own environment which it goes on in and thereby constantly regenerates."  

Aspect of time: The present process goes the past on."  
Aspect of space: "Environment #3 is much larger than the body=environment#2. Many processes go across the dividing 
membrane."  

En#0 = the freshly unpredictable environment, unknown until it occurs  
though mentioned fourth, really comes before the others  

 
Four kinds of environment, within which living 
process occurs 
 
Life process and body is: 
analysed by en1 observation 
identical to en2 
goes on in its wider regenerated en3 
occurs in unpredictable, yet known en0 
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"the past can never simply repeat. Even if we observe the same thing over again, even if it seems to have done the 
same thing in every generation for millions of years, now it occurs newly in environment#0."  

  
To sum: "Drawing them together, life process is analyzed and aided in environment #1, identical as body=environment #2, 
goes on in its own wider regenerated environment #3, and occurs in environment #0."  
 

 10. Body-constituting and object-formation  
  
Q: how do objects that stay the same arise from sequences? And how to show inherent connection of process and object?  

Long Answer: See Ch IV through VI in A Process Model for details!  
Short Answer: if environment doesn't cooperate in the implied sequence, and body goes on living, the body keeps 
reiteratively implying the process that did not occur [NB: see section 5 above]  

 

 
 
First level: body-constituting… 

 
p13 

Some environment comes and goes, producing "intermittent cooperation"  - eg sun or water coming and going.  
Plants "respond" to these environmental aspects (objects), not perceiving but by "incorporating them"  

"The body is its body-constituting interaction with them", en#2  
eg, photosynthesis which we can observe - a complexity of interaction that is from the sun, water and also plant  

The plant "brings a background of reiteratively implying [of] that specific process [photosynthesis, which] occurs the 
moment there is light and water [objects return].” 

Gendlin notes that use of 'object' here might seem off, as word usually means a perceived object.  
Objects have power to elicit ("resume") relevant processes from organisms "reiteratively implying" that process in the 
object's absence  

 
In en#1 it matters much if an implied object is new or not (since we can do lots with familiar implied objects, eg watering of plants)  
But "for the body the resuming object is always new".  

"A reiterated implying is always new and regenerating"  
It is "always open to whatever will carry it forward"  

even if what carries it forward is new to history of the world, it still "resumes" the implied missing process.  
eg, new ideas to unsolved (reiteratively implied) problems [see Section 14 below]  

 
Here we see one way the background functions "without representations" - plant doesn't need to "recognize" light and water.  
  
Now to the 2nd level of living process: behaviour, which generates a 'space' of "behavior possibilities" ~ perceived but no a 
here/there perception.  
 

 
 
 
 
a background of reiterative implying 
with intermittently co-operating environment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
functions without representation 

 
 
p14 

11. The space of behaviour possibilities  
  
Here, objects are "clusters of behavior possibilities", which is to say "many possibly behaviors comes with any object"  
Objects thus exist not just in locational space but space of behaviour possibilities within which we act and perceive.  
Animals perceive "behavioural objects" not just colours and sounds   

can't get a dog to do this noticing of colour as colour or sound as sound ~ dog sees/smells "me" and "the food"  
analyzing into colours/sounds is a human cognitive capacity, after first perceiving behavioural possibilities.  

Gendlin notes that patterns are just visual or just auditory, only sound patterns are for speaking.  
We can perceive not just the object but what we can do with it, and also can perceive when what we can do with it has changed.  

eg, we perceive the steaming water is now too hot to drink, or dusty chair now needs brushing off.  
Thus, skillful actions comes with such behaviour space, prior to separate "just-perception" to see how we can do it.  

 

 
 
Second level: the space of behavioural 
possibilities 
 
 
 
 
Perceive not just object but what we can do with 
it (skilful action) 
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p15 We also perceive the space and objects around us sensed with sense organs ~ we perceive we could turn to them, affect them.  
Our bodies imply many sequences - how the space of possibilities change if something occurs.  
"Many sequences function implicitly in the coming of any one next behaviour"  

Gendlin notes that perception of behavioural possibilities is "environmental interaction" rather than "only internal" and "subjective".  
  
"The body implies objects because it implies behaviour"  

And in behaviour objects are implied in all five sense modalities, even if only one sense is coming from one sense organ 
right now.  
cf Gallagher's "intermodality" although Gallagher still assumes perception only consists of separate sense organ intakes.  

  
Now, to show that the body implies "a field of interrelated behavior possibilities" in the formation of one next behavior.  
 

 
Many sequences of behaviour are implied in an 
perceiving of objects and occurring of any 
particular next behaviour 

 
 
 
 
p16 

12. The field of interrelated behaviour possibilities  
  
Q: how are behavior possibilities interrelated?   

Objects each come with many possible behaviors (called "affordances" by Gibson)  
If we consider things (objects) they appear just here and there, "side by side", spread out in location space  
But behavior possibilities are organized a different way  

not side by side   
there is a "cluster" of possible behaviours  
constitute an "implicit space"  

A behaviour changes what other behaviours can now be done - no longer some, but now others  
eg, if we kick the ball we can no longer pick it and up and throw, boil an egg and we can't fry it  

Thus, a behavior is not just an occurring but an implying ~ "A behaviour changes the implying of the cluster of behaviour 
possibilities".  

Behavior alters the cluster in which it occurs.  
Again, we see that "the past, the background, the 'context' in which something new occurs is the regenerated context, not 
the past".  

We see the precision: each behaviour changes the cluster in its own precise way, and not like any of the others.  
  
And later we will also see that humans' many situations are each a cluster too.  
 

 
 
The field of behavioural possibilities 
A cluster of possible beahaviours in which any 
next behaviour alters what is now possible 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
p17 

13. Immediate formation is forming-into  
  
The cluster-change of behaviour is immediate - changes the whole cluster, not first this then that.  
Explains taking account of the past:  

behaviour forms as it also re-forms the cluster of behaviour possibilities, thus taking into account the way the others have 
been possible.  

By changing them the behaviour takes account of them ~ "how it goes on in the previous changes the previous."  
In other words: behaviour forms into the implicit cluster of behaviour possibilities.  
And a behaviour can't form without taking account of previous moves/cluster of behaviours  
Coming and forming (of behaviour) is implicitly also their re-forming (of past behaviour and possibilities)  

Thus, "taking account happens in the very coming"  
 ~ "The coming is the taking account of the other possibilities, because it is also their re-formation. So the behaviour 
cannot form except by forming into them."  

Now two examples of interrelated possibilities, from humanly patterned interactions…  
 

 
 
Immediate formation of field [eveving takes no 
time] 
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p18 

14. Implying and taking into account: two examples [NB: this section is the first example only]  
  
Eg 1, when we work on a problem… Human patterning… 

at first nothing comes to advance the problem  
but this is actually quite smart ~ there's an implicit knowing that the old thoughts have no chance of helping  
and you can feel when a thought has the slightest chance of advancement, no matter have big or small, likely or not.  
the 'nothing coming' is not plain nothing - it is the continually regenerated hold (reiterative implying) we have on the problem 
any new thought carries this reiterative implying forward  
and each old thought functions precisely and logically in its not coming  

"The actual functioning background is not the old products [knowledge/experience] but a new implying which may produce a new 
occurring--or not".  

Rather than repeating the past, the new implying further develops the past.  
But how does the process account for each item from the past precisely?... See the next example  
 

Third-level: human patterned interactions 
 
When we work on a new problem, at first nothing 
can come, an implicit knowing that old 
ideas/actions won’t help 

 15. A second example: chess masters  
  
Eg 2, chess master making the next move… (from Dreyfus)  

Chess masters make next move without deliberating; they don't spend time considering many possible moves.  
They know many possible moves, from experience, studying games/books, but don't run through all the moves like a 
computer does.  
When playing other masters, they examine the one, or several new moves, that occur to them - not all the many old moves.  

The new move is the source of a new logical comparative system with the old moves, assessing new consequences against the 
old.  
Logic and implying are working together, they "expand each other reciprocally"  

"The new move [implied] was more than the old units, but laying it out by generating new units from it [logically] makes still 
more."  

See here the inherent precision of the implicit/implying background:  
"A next occurring is precisely implied. Nothing occurs that does not carry this implying forward. The implying is the 
opening for the unknown occurring which will carry it forward. It [unknown ocurring] does not have the form of a 
finished product; it is the continuing of the process from the finished products to something that has not yet 
happened. When it comes into the implying it will change the implying into a further implying. Then we can generate 
new units that can lay out how what came took account of what already existed."  

  

 
 
Examination of chess masters can help us see 
how new moves can now come 
 
 
 
 
 
Logic (comparison to other options) and implying 
(of new moves that occur to them)  

p19 This process happens not only in chess…a new thought can come in any situation.  
When it does, we can examine what follows from it, by generating quite particular new units as precisely implied  

Humans live in many situations - and we can move between situations, back and forth.  
Each situation is "an implying where new ideas come only if they carry our old knowledge forward."  
These multiple situations and current problems are not merged, but are precisely, neatly separate, although can cross-
inform each other.  
When we act in situations, the reiterative implying is a "kind of background" that holds the situation, so we bodily feel how to 
meet it.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Happens not just in chess but any human 
situation, new ideas coming to carry forward old 
ways 
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 16. Carrying forward differentiates and expands the world  
  
Q1: is (human) cognition and (animal) behavior in the world of (bacterial/plant) body-constituting?  
Q2: Or is behavior and body-constitution in the human cognitive world?  
A: both!  

Yes to only Q1 is old scientistic reductionism (we are just neurons/cells/atoms).   
Yes to only Q2 is old idealism (reality is all in our mind)  
But process model shows how each is in the other, thus neither reductionist nor idealism [NB: so what could we call it? 
Emergent?]  

cf, Gallagher: body provides structural events which are directed/shaped by the cognitive   
eg, muscles and cognition combining when jumping to catch a ball in a game  

The 'lower' processes are in the 'higher', and the higher in the lower.  
"There is only one implying which has to be said both ways"  

All three levels work in and with each other 
 
Reductionism wants to says human patterning 
and animal behaviour are ‘just’ basic body-
constituting/cells/atoms. 
 
Idealism wants to say body-constituting and 
behaviour are merely product of human mind. 
 
The ‘lower’ processes go on in the ‘higher’, and 
the higher go on in the lower; there is only one 
implying. 
 

p20 The three living process each differentiate and can change the environment  
The environment is differentiable (what exists = what is differentiable).  

 

 

 17. Conclusions  
  
"The background is not something that occurs separately; rather it is always regenerated in what presently occurs."  
We probably knew the background…  

can't work when we are unconscious (background not unconscious)  
isn't an vast number of actually occurring entities (background as other occurrences)  
nor is a fuzzy merger (background as one undifferentiated whole)  

We probably knew background was implicit…  
but our current models, based on something presented before us, couldn't explain it  
but now we can consider it as "a product generated by process"   
with a model of product + process we can explain how background functions implicitly  

Four notions of environment help us specify the exact way body-environment is a single process  
We can distinguish between implying and occurring-into = "two interdependent functions which create that one process"  

"The process always generates the events"  
There isn't already-formed products that are repeated or rearranged. 

The process "always regenerates the past"  
"And the organism is interaction with the actual environment [En#0?], unpredictable and unknown until it occurs"  
We can't deduce present from past, but can find how present regenerated/took account of the past.  
 

 
 
Ending with a summary of the key arguments: 
  
The background is not something separate 
 
 
Rather, the background is always regenerates in 
what presently occurs 
 
Recall: 
the four notions of environment 
implying and occurring-into 
the processes generating the events 
 
 
 

p21 If three processes are considered both living and generative they can explain what is otherwise only asserted  
But we need each of the three - none can explain what the other two generate - the first two are essential to the third  
And they will "always exceed their products".  

"Finished products are alive only in the present process that regenerates them."  

the three levels of living process go together 

[end]   
  
  

 
 


